SHAN FOURIE

INFLUENCER & BLOGGER
With over 13 years of experience in marketing,
Shan has managed to grow her following to a
community who trust and respect her word in just
4 short years, and her influence is evident in the
long-term brand partnerships and sales volumes
seen in her campaigns. She is passionate, honest,
and keeping the trust of her community is of
highest importance to her. Shan is a Lifestyle &
Travel blogger based in Ballito, KZN, with an
immense love for skincare & fashion.
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AWARDS
Top Influencer for UGG partnership
in over 40 other influencers, 2021.
Top selling influencer for The Harvest
Table, 2019-2021.
Top Influencer for Saint&Summer
with highest sales over all other
influencers, in fact her sales were
double that of the blogger in 2nd,
2020.

STATISTICS
Followers in social media platforms
with values in thousands
TOTAL INFLUENCE | 41 034
20,000

SPECIALTIES
15,000

FOHR Influencer verified
-Ranked #26,008 of 136,357 Internationally

10,000

WEBFLUENTIAL Accredited Influencer
5,000

Senior TRIP ADVISOR Reviewer
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TESTIMONIAL
Working with Shan is always such a pleasure. Her creative direction and attention to
detail in creating content for campaigns is effortless. She invests a lot of time in
researching and understanding not only the brand but its products. She
understands her audience so therefore tailors her content for both the brand and
her followers. Debora Siyaya, Comms Specialist, CLARINS

STATISTICS
INSTAGRAM

STATISTICS
WEBSITE

LIFESTYLE & HEALTH

TRAVEL

RATES
INSTAGRAM STATIC POST -R2800
INSTAGRAM VIDEO IGTV - R3000
INSTAGRAM STORY POST - R1000
INSTAGRAM STORY VIDEO - R1700
INSTAGRAM GIVEAWAY
WEBSITE BLOG POST
FACEBOOK POST
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R3500
R1500

DAY OUT OF OFFICE PRICE - R5000

EVENTS

SKIN CARE

